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ABSTRACT 
 
Software is increasingly being constructed using the component-based paradigm in which 
software systems are assembled using components from multiple sources. Moreover, these 
systems are increasingly dynamic; a core set of components is assembled and then new 
functionality is provided as needed by dynamically inserting additional components.  

A newer trend closely associated with the use of component-based software is the post-
development use of configurable run-time architecture models describing the structure of the 
software system. These models are coming out of the software engineering community and are 
being used to manage component-based systems at deployment and operations time. The key 
aspect of this trend is that these models accompany the software system and provide the basis for 
defining and executing run-time monitoring and reconfiguration of these systems. 

We believe that these models have the potential for providing a new and important source of 
information that can be exploited to improve the management of intrusions directed against these 
software systems. Our hypothesis is that they can provide a common framework for integrating 
and managing all phases of intrusion defenses: phases including intrusion detection, response, 
and analysis. We will show how these models can provide a framework around which to 
organize intrusion-related data. We will also show how architecture-driven reconfiguration can 
provide improved response, and how inconsistencies between the models and the actual system 
state can support application-level anomaly detection and computer forensics analysis. 
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1 Introduction 
Software is increasingly being constructed using the component-based paradigm in which 
software systems are assembled using components from multiple sources. Moreover, these 
systems are increasingly dynamic; a core set of components is assembled and then new 
functionality is provided as needed by dynamically inserting additional components.  

A newer trend closely associated with the use of component-based software is the post-
development use of configurable run-time architecture models describing the structure of the 
software system. These models are coming out of the software engineering community and are 
being used to manage component-based systems at deployment and operations time. The key 
aspect of this trend is that these models accompany the software system and provide the basis for 
defining and executing run-time monitoring and reconfiguration of these systems. 

We believe that these models have the potential for providing a new and important source of 
information that can be exploited to improve the management of intrusions directed against these 
software systems. Our hypothesis is that they can provide a common framework for integrating 
and managing all phases of intrusion defenses: phases including intrusion detection, response, 
and analysis. We will show how these models can provide a framework around which to 
organize intrusion-related data. We will also show how architecture-driven reconfiguration can 
provide improved response, and how inconsistencies between the models and the actual system 
state can support application-level anomaly detection and computer forensics analysis. 

Our approach directly challenges the existing practice of basing intrusion management on low-
level features such as network packets or system call traces. The former is too far removed from 
the operation of application software, and the latter provides at best limited insight into the 
operation of the application. We recognize that these low-level features have been used because 
they are readily available. However, this has resulted in treating applications as monolithic black 
boxes whose internal operation is considered “out of scope”. This must change because most 
intrusions now appear to exploit application level vulnerabilities: email viruses and buffer 
overflows, for example. We are saying that a new class of information is becoming available and 
it should be used to improve intrusion management across the board. 

In the remainder of this paper, we will first provide some background for our approach. We will 
discuss the meaning of intrusion management and our intrusion management life cycle. Then in 
subsequent sections we will examine the application of configurable architecture information to 
improving the operation of intrusion management tools.  Finally, we will discuss some research 
issues that must be solved to achieve effective use of architecture information in intrusion 
management. 

2 Background  
The idea of applying configurable architecture models to intrusion management comes from an 
analysis of our DARPA funded Willow project at the University of Colorado. Our goal was to 
investigate the extension of Willow to additional areas of intrusion management. Willow already 
demonstrates the application of configurable run-time architecture models to intrusion prevention 
and repair, and this was enabled, in turn, by the recent availability of powerful architecture 
models and support for the dynamic configuration of software systems. 
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2.1 Willow 
The Willow project [10] represents an early example of a framework that can utilize architecture 
information to improve intrusion management. Willow provides a secure, automated framework 
for reconfiguration of large-scale, heterogeneous, distributed systems. Reconfiguration is used to 
tolerate intrusions and faults yet still continue to provide an acceptable level of service. Willow 
supports both proactive reconfiguration and reactive reconfiguration (repair) of  software 
systems. 

Proactive reconfiguration adds, removes, and replaces components and interconnections to cause 
a system to assume postures that achieve specific intrusion tolerance goals, such as increased 
resilience to specific kinds of attacks or increased preparedness for recovery from specific kinds 
of failures. The term “posture” refers to a set of policies and procedures ensuring survivability 
against a particular set of threats to service while taking into account the tradeoff of performance 
against protection. In Willow, a posture is embodied as a particular configuration of components 
providing a particular level of functionality within a particular range of performance and security 
parameters. Proactive reconfiguration can also cause a relaxation of tolerance procedures once a 
threat has passed, in order to reduce costs, increase system performance, or even restore 
previously excised data and functionality. 

In a complementary fashion, reactive reconfiguration adds, removes, and replaces components 
and interconnections to restore the integrity of a system in bounded time once an intrusion has 
been detected and the system is known or suspected to have been compromised. Recovery 
strategies made possible by reactive reconfiguration include restoring the system to some 
previously consistent state, adapting the system to some alternative non-compromised 
configuration, or gracefully shedding non-trustworthy data and functionality. 

Willow currently focuses on the problem of responding to intrusions. This is a problem that is 
still largely handled by manual processes. Willow replaces this with automated reconfiguration 
responses that can react to disruptions with a speed, accuracy, and scale not achievable by 
manual procedures. 

2.2 Configurable Run-time Architecture Models 
The field of software architecture [16] has evolved to meet the need for design notations for 
specifying structural and behavioral properties of complex systems constructed from coarse-
grain building blocks. It was originally developed to be used at design time to support early 
analysis of software systems for high-level properties. It is only more recently that it has been 
adapted to operate at run-time. 

Software architecture models provide high-level representations of the structure, behavior, and 
key properties of a software system. Such models involve (1) descriptions of the elements from 
which a system is built, (2) interactions among those elements,  (3) patterns that guide their 
composition, and (4) constraints on these patterns.  In general, a particular system is defined in 
terms of a collection of components, their interfaces, their interconnections  (configuration), and 
interactions among them (connectors).  
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As architecture models moved from design time to run-time, it became important to be able to  
define multiple configurations for architectures. This is because a dynamic system requires the 
architecture model to also support configurability: the ability to modify the structure of a system 
to place it into a variety of configurations. Again, Willow provides a good example of this. The 
approach adopted in Willow is derived from our earlier Software Dock project [8].  An 
architecture model is annotated to represent a system family, which represents the possible 
versions and variants of the architecture of the system. 

As is traditional in the configuration literature, a sequence of versions represents revisions of the 
system architecture over time. The set of variants represents the range of alternative 
architectures. Configuring a system is the process of choosing a specific family instance and 
modifying the run-time structure of a system to conform to the chosen instance.  This typically 
involves the addition, deletion and modification of the structural elements represented by the 
architecture model: components, interfaces, connectors, and constraints. The specification of 
families in Willow is controlled by a set of properties that determine that instance. More 
information is provided in a previous paper [9]. 

We are deliberately using the term “architecture” somewhat broadly. In fact, we have identified a 
range of architecture sub-models that represent the structure of a software system at various 
stages of its operation from initial deployment to execution time. Section 5.1 and Appendix A 
discuss these sub-models in more detail. 

Finally, we also are using the term “model” somewhat ambiguously. On one hand, we are using 
the term to mean a notation for representing many specific models of specific software systems. 
On the other hand, we use the term to refer to any specific instantiation representing a specific 
software system. We trust that context is sufficient to disambiguate the two meanings. 

3 Intrusion Management Life Cycle 
In order to organize our discussion showing 
how configurable run-time architecture 
models can benefit intrusion management, 
we will introduce a simple life cycle (Figure 
1) that contains the primary activities for 
handling intrusions from the initial attack to 
the final prevention of repeat occurrences (if 
that is possible).  It is important to note that 
this life cycle is defined from the defender’s 
point of view. The goal of this life cycle is to 
provide a theme for integrating and relating 
existing intrusion management components. It should not be confused with an attack model, 
which in its usual form describes the sequence of steps taken by an attacker to exploit a given 
vulnerability in order to gain special privileges in the defender's domain.  

As illustrated in Figure 1, our life cycle consists of six phases. 

1. Detect – The initial detection that an intrusion has commenced or is about to commence. 

Figure 1. Intrusion Management Life Cycle
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2. Repel – An early response that is intended to quickly blunt an attack. 

3. Warn – Signals sent to other intrusion tools and to related software systems to warn of the 
presence of an intrusion and any details about its operation. 

4. Repair – State changes necessary to recover some level of functionality and to undo damage 
after an intrusion has run its course. 

5. Analyze – An examination of the system state after an intrusion to determine the nature of 
the attack and possible future defenses against it. 

6. Prevent – Modifications to the system so as to make it resistant to similar intrusions in the 
future. 

It is important to note that this life cycle is idealized – a feature it has in common with most life 
cycle diagrams. The steps will not always occur in strict sequence. In practice, many of these 
steps will occur in parallel or in arbitrary order: Repel and Warn, for example. Further, multiple 
attacks may occur simultaneously, so the life cycle will be multiply instantiated. Finally, there 
are implicit backward loops in the cycle to indicate that some steps may fail and need to be 
retried or that the output of one step can modify the actions of another. With those caveats, we 
will examine each phase and discuss the way in which architectural models can significantly 
improve the operation of that phase.  

4 Applications of Models in Intrusion Management 
Configurable run-time architecture models enable several capabilities applicable to intrusion 
management. The most important one is the capability to dynamically reconfigure systems (if 
they are designed for it - see Section 5.3). Monitoring the internal operation of a software system 
is another important capability. This can expose previously hidden information for use by 
external agents. Note that the two abilities are closely connected: monitoring may be enabled by 
dynamically inserting various probes into the software. A third capability involves checking the 
consistency of the architecture model, especially of a running system, against a snapshot of the 
current state of a system. Differences can provide clues about potential problems such as Trojan 
horses. All of these capabilities have roles in the intrusion management life cycle. 

4.1 Detecting Intrusions 
The initial phase of intrusion management is to detect that an intrusion is occurring or to detect 
warning signs of an impending attack.  An intrusion detection system (IDS) is usually used for 
this purpose, and IDSs are the most common tool available for intrusion management. 

Intrusion detection systems are traditionally classified as either signature based (looking for 
attacks) or anomaly-based (looking for deviations from good behavior) or specification-based 
(looking for deviations from a specification of good behavior). Existing signature and anomaly 
based intrusion detectors are typically targeted at a low-level event stream such as IP packets. 
Specification-based detectors raise the level somewhat by addressing system calls or log entries 
issued from an application program.  This low-level focus has been reasonable because the event 
streams (packets and system calls and logs) are readily accessible. 
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We believe that combining component-based programs and architecture information can allow 
new forms of IDS that have substantially better insight into the internal operation of software 
systems. That is, it will no longer be necessary to treat the software as a black box. An ability to 
monitor the internal operation of a software system can be exploited to look for anomalous 
behavior. Thus, we can augment and complement any existing IDS to allow it access to more 
information to analyze in order to detect intrusions. 

Architecture information can also support a secondary, but interesting, new capability: 
reconfiguration of the IDS. In our role in the ARO-sponsored Hi-DRA intrusion detection 
project, the IDS itself is treated as a complex distributed system subject to reconfiguration to 
include new sensors and to adapt to new classes of attacks.  

4.2 Repelling Intrusions 
A quick response to a detected intrusion may blunt, or at least soften, the effect of an attack 
before it has a chance to do real damage.  At the moment, most response mechanisms are ad-hoc, 
often manual, and involve such things as changing the filter rules on a firewall. 

Reconfiguration, as provided by Willow, has the potential for providing a more comprehensive 
mechanism for repelling intrusions.  From the perspective of reconfigurable architectures, 
changing firewall rules is just a specific form of posturing in which the firewall is reconfigured 
dynamically to resist and attack.  This approach can be generalized to support reconfiguration of 
other software systems as well, including the IDS, and application services such as web servers. 
To the extent that effective postures can be defined, reconfiguration then provides a common 
mechanism for implementing those postures. 

4.3 Warning Others 
Intrusion management should be a group activity where attacks against one software system or 
against one administrative domain generate warning messages to interested parties. The IETF is 
working on the Intrusion Detection Exchange Format (IDEF) [5] for encoding intrusion events. 
This is a follow-on to the DARPA Common Intrusion Detection Framework (CIDF) [19] effort. 

Architecture information again allows the black box of software systems to be opened up to 
provide more information. Thus, it supports more detailed reporting of intrusion events against 
those systems.  It is also possible to report the success or failure of architecture-based repel or 
repair attempts. 

4.4 Repairing Damage 
A successful attack can be expected to damage various components of a system. This includes 
defacing web pages, inserting Trojan horses or viruses, and deactivation of software systems 
(including intrusion management systems). To date, damage repair is mostly a slow, manual 
process involving the attention of a highly skilled system administrator. Some tools such as 
Tripwire [21] can significantly help in the restoration process. 

Architecture-based tools such as Willow have the potential to automate much more of the repair 
process by using the expected run-time architecture as the specification against which the 
damaged state is compared.  The difference between model and reality can be used to 
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automatically reconstruct a working system by reconfiguring various software systems to clear 
out damaged components and to restart correct versions. Of course, it is important not to 
minimize the difficulties. Determining the state of the compromised system can be difficult, and 
repairing state in general is hard and requires careful checkpointing. Additionally, finding trusted 
sources from which to get undamaged components must also be addressed. Nevertheless, 
reconfigurable architecture models would appear to provide much of the information necessary 
to accomplish these tasks. 

4.5 Analysis of Intrusions (Computer Forensics) 
Computer forensics is the process of analyzing the state of a computer system after an apparent 
intrusion in order to determine the mechanisms and damage attributable to the intrusion. 
Simplifying somewhat, the state of the art in forensics involves examining raw data (i.e., core 
dumps and file system dumps) looking for anomalies at the level of file descriptors or file 
checksums. The Coroner’s Toolkit [4] provides a set of tools to help with these examinations, 
but the process is still slow and labor intensive.  

Architecture models again have the potential to provide more and better information to the 
analyst to improve his effectiveness. Automated tools that analyze core dumps can do this by 
matching the dumped state against the model and detecting and noting differences. Thus, the 
analyst is given an architecture-level view of what systems were running at the time of the failure 
and how those systems differed from the expected structures. The model also provides a general 
structure on which to hang additional annotations about other information such as file descriptors 
and process identifiers.  Thus it can provide additional automated help in organizing all of the 
raw information extracted from the core dump.  

4.6  Preventing Repeated Intrusions 
The last stage in our intrusion management life cycle is prevention of future attacks. Of course 
this requires some knowledge about the nature of the attack, which must come from an analysis 
of the attack.  The output of an analysis is some form of proactive response that can be applied to 
existing systems to place them into postures capable of resisting the attack in the future. 
Traditionally, this involves file patches. But patching of complex distributed systems, especially 
while they are running, can be difficult. For systems that cannot easily be stopped, the ability to 
reconfigure dynamically, using architecture models, provides an important new capability for 
responding quickly to intrusions. 

5 Research Issues 
We have outlined the application of configurable run-time architectures to intrusion management 
and have indicated how it might improve the current state of the art in each phase. Substantial 
research remains, however, in order to actually achieve these improvements. In the following 
sections we discuss some of the research topics that need addressing. 

5.1 Architecture Sub-Models 
We recognize that the “architecture” of a software system differs as the system moves through its 
operational life cycle. Thus, before being deployed, the architecture may refer to the whole 
family of deployable variants of the system depending on environmental details such as the 
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target host operating system. At the time that the system is executed, the running system will 
have a structure that is dependent again on various environmental parameters, although it should 
be consistent with the deployed architecture. Appendix A expands on the kinds of sub-models 
we have identified as necessary. 

5.2 Populating the Models 
Given a set of modeling notations, we must construct models for specific software systems (and 
environments). We believe strongly in reusing existing information, so we have identified a set 
of sources for various kinds of information that can be used to construct specific model instance. 
Example sources include the DMTF CIM model (dmtf.org) and SNMP and associated MIBs. 

5.3 Infrastructure 
We will need substantial infrastructure to support the use of configurable run-time architecture 
information in intrusion management. Willow provides much of the infrastructure, but it is 
tailored for intrusion response. It currently has no support for intrusion detection or computer 
forensics, for example. For the infrastructure, we recognize a number of important problems that 
need to be solved. 

• Not all application software is designed to be reconfigured. We are addressing this problem 
in Willow through a combination of standardized APIs and explorations of specific 
architectural styles (such as J2EE) for which reconfiguration is possible [17]. 

• Maintaining fidelity between running systems and the models is difficult because of the 
potential speed with which the running system’s state can change. 

• The ability of design-time architecture models to represent run-time information is still 
somewhat speculative.  Prototypes exist, but have not been widely applied. 

• It would be desirable to have a common modeling notation for all the models we have 
identified. Existing models use a wide variety of notations. We are examining RDF [12] and 
DAML [22] for this purpose. 
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6 Related Work 
The Intrusion Tolerant Architecture project [20] at SRI is one project that is making explicit use 
of architecture information for security purposes. However, their goal is to analyze specific 
architecture styles at design time to verify selected properties relating to intrusion tolerance. 
They do not appear to be making use of the architecture models at run-time and they do not 
appear to be addressing run-time reconfiguration. 

Another SRI project, Emerald [2], uses an application specific monitor to extract application 
level information. While not apparently based on architecture information, it should be possible 
to modify Emerald monitors to use such information. It is even possible that some form of 
automated construction of such monitors could be achieved. 

Many architecture description languages (ADLs) have been developed to model architectures. 
Examples of ADLs include C2SADEL [15], Darwin [14], Rapide [13], UniCon [18], Wright [1], 
and ACME [7]. An important new entry into this field is the University of California, Irvine 
(UCI), xArch ADL [6], which we are using in the Willow project. xArch is an extensible, XML-
based, standard representation for describing architectural models and for precisely capturing the 
structure of a software system. xArch is unique in providing a simple base specification with an 
incremental set of extensions.  With the exception of xArch (via Willow) none of these ADLs 
have as yet been applied to intrusion management. 

CFEngine [3] is a system administration tool for keeping systems running using a homeostasis 
approach. It unfortunately embeds any architecture information in agents (i.e., scripts), and so it 
is difficult to extract them in the form of declarative models. 

The SHIM intrusion detection system [11] is one of the first specification-based IDS. It 
compares a specification of the behavior of an application program to the specification. Behavior 
is defined by the trace of system calls or log entries emanating from the program. SHIM focuses 
on these traces and this limits its ability to detect intrusions. It is, however, targeting the correct 
level (application software), and a combination of its behavior specification with an architecture 
model would be a promising research target. 

7 Next Steps 
Willow represents the first step in applying configurable run-time architecture information to 
intrusion management. The next step is to pick an additional phase of the intrusion life cycle and 
explore the application of architecture information to that phase. Currently, we are looking at 
architecture-driven computer forensics as the most promising target. This is because the current 
tools for forensics appear to be quite low-level and so there is significant potential for 
improvement.  Farther out, we can explore adding architecture to an intrusion detection system. 
We have identified the UC Davis SHIM project [11] as a good starting point because it is a 
specification-based IDS targeting anomaly detection against application software systems. 
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Appendix A. Architecture and Environment Sub-Models 
In order to support proper reconfiguration at run-time, it is necessary to identify the full range of 
sub-models comprising the architecture. We have begun this process as part of the Willow 
project, and currently recognize the following sub-models,. 

Family Model: The family model represents the range of legal configurations of a software 
system architecture. It specified the possible configurations over both the artifacts that comprise 
a software system as well as the run-time components (clients and servers, for example). 

Deployment Model: The deployment model represents a specific instance out of the 
configurations defined by the Family model. The  choice is controlled by external properties 
from the environment into which the system is deployed. This particular model is one that is 
often overlooked because it represents the structure of the system at the level of deployed 
artifacts and thus is not always recognized as having a model. For an example of this, refer to the 
University of Colorado Software Dock project [8]. 

Activation Model: The activation model represents the running system. This model is a 
derivation of both the Family model, which specifies the components, and the deployment 
model, which specifies the actual files containing the code for those components. This model 
reflects the actual executing components and their connections over time. This model is also 
constructed through reference to it operational environment. This model also has significant 
dependency information associated with it to define, for example, startup/shutdown 
dependencies. 

Although we will not detail them here, we also have identified several environmental models 
whose definition is needed to accompany our architecture models. These include a Host model, a 
Network model, and an Administrative model. 

 


